original simulated populations and their 20% random subsets. In the populations simulated to 35 include null alleles, between 22% and 42% of true null alleles remained undetected, which 36 highlighted that detection errors are not restricted to false positives. None of the evaluated 37 methods clearly outperformed the others when both false positive and false negative rates 38 were considered. Accepting only the positive results consistent between at least two methods 39 should considerably reduce the false positive rate, but this approach may increase the false 40 negative rate. Our study demonstrates the need for novel null allele detection methods that 41 could be reliably applied to natural populations.
Introduction

45
Highly polymorphic microsatellite markers are widely applied in population genetic 46 studies since their discovery in the late 1980s. The improvement of polymerase chain reaction 47 (PCR) and sequencing technologies allowed the use of these molecular markers to spread fast 48 and wide into many research fields (see Guichoux et al. 2011 for review). However, the 49 potential occurrence of "null alleles", i.e. alleles that fail to amplify during the PCR, creates a ones, and therefore may appear as null alleles (Wattier et al. 1998 ). Low template 57 quality/quantity can also result in the absence of amplification product and may be interpreted 58 as the presence of a null allele (Garcia de Leon et al. 1998) . 59 Null alleles have been reported in many species, e.g. humans (Callen et al. 1993 ), 60 deers (Pemberton et al. 1995) , bears (Paetkau & Strobeck 1995) , voles (Ishibashi et al. 1996 The assumption of HWE, common among the methods described above, can be 101 problematic when estimating null alleles in microsatellites scored from natural populations, 102 since natural populations never strictly comply with the assumptions of Hardy-Weinberg law 103 (i.e. infinite size, random mating, lack of mutations, migration and natural selection). 104 Crucially, some of the factors causing deviations from HWE also lead to heterozygote deficit, 105 namely inbreeding, assortative mating, population structure or immigration from a genetically 106 distinct source (Wahlund effect), and disruptive selection (Avise 2004 
Materials and Methods
136
Analysed datasets 137 We analysed 20 nuclear microsatellite loci in a population of root vole, Microtus ). We applied this approach to both the natural population and the simulated populations. 160 The second approach was based on the comparison of genotypes between parent-offspring 161 pairs, and was included here as the method that does not assume HWE. However, it could be 162 only applied to the natural population. The root vole is a small rodent with a maximum life span of 18 months (3 months on 169 average). In the studied population, individuals were reproductively active usually only for 170 one breeding season. We used a catch-mark-release (CMR) method, with at least three 171 trapping sessions carried out each year, using 100 live traps placed in a grid of 10 by 10 m. Table 1 . Table 1 ). 204 We tested for the presence of null alleles for each year separately using five different To test the effect of random sampling on null allele detection, we randomly selected given year were used as three separate covariates in the model, whereas year and locus were 310 included as random categorical factors. We implemented the GLMM using the "lmer" order. We constructed the curves independently for each method of null allele estimation.
316
In order to assess how similar the five methods were in their estimates of null alleles 317 for a given locus in a particular year, we calculated a similarity index as the probability that a 
354
In all but one locus, significant deviations from HWE were detected in different years, with 355 both heterozygosity deficit (59%) and excess (41%) being observed (Supplementary Table 1 ).
356
In 60% of the loci (n = 12) the allele distribution had no missing alleles of any length within 357 the expected range. In 15% of the loci (n = 3), the allele distribution had one missing allele 358 length, other 15% (n = 3) had two missing allele lengths, and in the remaining 10% of the loci 359 (n = 2), more than two allele lengths were missing. At the same time, we did not detect any 360 null allele homozygotes, which would be indicated as a locus with no detectable product 361 (blank result).
362
The number of loci in which putative null alleles were detected varied among years 363 and depended on the estimation method ( (n = 46) were detected only by one out of 4 methods, 12% (n = 8) by 2 methods, 4.5% (n = 3) 371 by 3 methods, and 15% (n = 10) by 4 methods (Table 1 ). Only two loci had no null alleles 372 detected in any year. There were no loci where null alleles were detected in each year (Table   373 1). Moreover, the number of loci with detected putative null alleles estimated for the entire Table 2 ). The frequency of detected putative null alleles ( detailed information see Supplementary Table 3) . In some loci, significant deviations from 400 HWE were detected (Supplementary Table 4) . 401 Among 24,000 loci*replicates, the number of loci with putative null alleles detected 402 was highest for ML-NullFreq (n = 1255 loci*replicates; 5.2% of the total number) and 403 GENEPOP (n = 1123 loci*replicates; 4.7%), followed by MICRO-CHECKER (n = 500 404 loci*replicates; 2.1%), and it was lowest for CERVUS (n = 327 loci*replicates; 1.4%) 405 (Supplementary Table 5 ). Altogether, using the four different methods we detected 2532 Table 4 ).
409
All the null alleles detected in these 1200 simulated populations were false positives, as highest for the GENEPOP method (Table 3 ). The number of null alleles detected using the 427 parent-offspring method was about 16 times lower as compared to GENEPOP and nearly 10 428 times lower as compared to ML-NullFreq method. Within the remaining methods, the 429 differences were also significant: the frequency of null allele detection was higher in ML- 430 NullFreq than in CERVUS (P <0.0001), and higher in GENEPOP than in CERVUS (P < 0.0001) 431 but no differences were found between CERVUS and MICRO-CHECKER (P = 0.673).
432
The GLMM also revealed that differences between observed and expected 433 heterozygosity (H O H E ) in the root vole population had a significant influence on the detection 434 probability of putative null alleles (Table 3 ). The effects of number of individuals trapped in a 435 particular year, and the number of alleles in a given locus in a particular year were non-436 significant (Table 3) . in 25% to 75% of loci for the all eight years cumulatively.
441
Inspection of the similarity patterns shows that a null allele detected in the root vole 442 population by a given method is usually a very weak predictor of it being detected by another 443 method. As a consequence, consistent estimates of null alleles by two methods were rare and 444 ranged from 12% to 58% of method-pairs (mean = 29.05%, Figure 3 ). In the simulated 445 populations, the observed similarity pattern was even lower and ranged from 1.8% to 35.4%
446
(mean = 13.6%, Figure 3 ).
447
GLMs showed that the pooled number of null alleles estimated in the root vole 
454
In the simulated populations (n = 100 individuals each), a change in the population size 455 (bottleneck effect) significantly affected the number of loci with detected null alleles (Table   456 4). GENEPOP detected significantly higher number of loci with null alleles in four out of five 457 comparisons, CERVUS in three, and the remaining two programs in one (Table 4) . We also 458 found that the cumulative number of loci with detected null alleles increased with the were false positives. 503 We thus conclude that all putative null alleles detected in the root vole population are 504 likely to be false positives. Our conclusion is supported by the following evidence: First, 505 given that real null alleles are derived from primer compatibility problems during PCR 1-6 114.700** 176.500** 24.940** 16.870* (*) P < 0.01; (**) P < 0.001; Bottleneck pair variants: 1 -99,999; 2 -50,000; 3 -25,000; 4 -10,000; 5 -5,000; 6 793 -2,500. The ancestral number of individuals for all bottleneck variants was set to 100,000 individuals. 
